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SIXTH ANNUAL PACE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MOOT COURT COMPETITION

Pace University School of Law is the organizer and host of the annual National Environmental Moot Court Competition. The competition enables law students to practice environmental litigation through oral and written advocacy to an appellate court. The competition is also valuable for all involved by providing an opportunity to explore advanced questions of environmental law.

The Pace National Environmental Moot Court Competition has grown since its inception in 1988. Sixty-nine schools compete annually, and, to date, over one-third of the law schools in the United States and several from Canada have participated. It is the largest environmental moot court competition in the United States.

The competition problem is prepared by the Environmental Law Institute and Pace University. The problem concerns timely issues of national importance to the practice of environmental law. It is formulated to encompass the three general interests often found in environmental litigation: industrial, environmental, and governmental.

Each year, Pace Environmental Law Review publishes the competition's three Best Briefs, one selected for each litigating party. This year, BROOKLYN LAW SCHOOL is acclaimed for its submission of the highest scoring brief for its party and the Best Brief overall; DETROIT COLLEGE OF LAW and UNIVERSITY OF BALTIMORE SCHOOL OF LAW submitted the highest scoring briefs for their respective par-
ties. The Review is also publishing the competition problem in full and the Bench Brief, which was developed to assist competition judges in evaluating oral arguments.

Pace University also commends LEWIS & CLARK COLLEGE NORTHWESTERN SCHOOL OF LAW, overall winner of the Sixth Annual National Environmental Moot Court Competition. VERMONT LAW SCHOOL and BROOKLYN LAW SCHOOL are also honored for their excellent oral argument presentations in the final round of the competition.

Pace University and the National Environmental Law Moot Court Competition Board commends the effort of all taking part in the competition — as judges, as advisors, and as participants. To all involved, we extend our warmest appreciation.
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▼ University of Akron, C. Blake McDowell Law Center
   Thomas R. Goots   Janeen R. Miller   Karen L. Woodley

▼ Albany Law School, Union University
   Julia Smead Bielawski   Karen Griffin   Dorene Price

▼ Arizona State University College of Law
   Suzanne Ganier   Craig Kakuda   Jason Maxwell

▼ University of Baltimore School of Law
   Gary DeBruin   Kimberly Manvelides   Christine Nagle
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▼ Drake University Law School
   Barbara D. Montoya   James R. Moody   Tracie R. Nelson

▼ University of Florida, College of Law
   Tracey I. Holmes   Gary S. Lipshutz   Keith W. Rizzardi

▼ Franklin Pierce Law Center
   Valerie Combs   Lyn Lehmann   Robert Price

▼ George Mason University School of Law
   Jonathan S. Frankel   Matthew H. Kraft   Neil M. Lowie

▼ Georgetown University Law Center
   Jonna Brooks   Susan Curtin   Sharyn Tegani

▼ George Washington University National Law Center
   George P. Barbatsuly   Andrew A. Cline   John A. Fritschie

▼ Golden Gate University School of Law
   Ted Lieser   Ted Olmstead   Claire Thorp
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▼ University of Hawaii at Manoa
  Douglas S. Chin  Ben Majoe  Nathan H. Yoshimoto

▼ Hofstra University School of Law
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  Paul A. Banker  Chad T. Jerdee  Dana K. Nyquist

▼ University of Missouri - Columbia, School of Law
  Tony Farrell  Thomas G. Munsell  Jason S. Spillman

▼ New England School of Law
  Martin O'Malley  Cori Sainsbury  Keith Sibel

▼ University of New Mexico School of Law
  Arne Leonard  Andrew Smith  John Wertheim

▼ New York Law School
  Marc Lewis  Ian Singer

▼ Ohio State University College of Law
  Sean McCarter  Jill Rice  Jenn Sommer

▼ University of Oregon School of Law
  Matt McKeown  Aaron Sherwood

▼ University of Pittsburgh School of Law
  Michael D. Klein  Jodie Paul  Toinette Williams
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey School of Law, Camden
Quinten Clarke Teresa Kintz Gail Neil

St. John's University School of Law
Laura Dombroki-Dombroki Susan E. Sesan Craig S. Topper

Santa Clara University School of Law
Mary E. Ahern Dana M. Hammond Sandra A. Toms

Seton Hall University School of Law
Thomas S. Kearney Elizabeth R. Millard Donna M. Stephan

University of South Dakota School of Law
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Southern Illinois University School of Law
Sarwat Butt Gordon R. Fischer Rick Swanson

Southwestern University School of Law
Danna Julie Hinkle Lisa N. Partain Jennifer T. Taggart

Stetson University College of Law
Mark Connolly Guy Gilbert Stacy Turmel

Suffolk University Law School
Alicia J. Mrotek John T. O'Neill Ian J. Platt

State University of New York at Buffalo School of Law
Jacqueline Jones Eileen Kennedy Robert Nieweg

Syracuse University College of Law
David Marcus Kevin Plante

University of Tennessee College of Law
Hunt S. Brown Leah M. Gerbitz Dallas T. Reynolds III

The University of Texas School of Law
Bret Gunnell Rob Nissen

Thomas M. Cooley Law School
Tara Shay Rafter Debra Paula Raisner

Touro College Jacob D. Fuchsberg Law Center
David Garfinkel Wendi A. Lindsey

The University of Tulsa College of Law
Joseph L. Johnson Mark W. Ciavarella Stacy Ziegenfuss

Valparaiso University School of Law
Richard D. Ditomaso Michael D. Lee George Nest
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